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Instructions for Assembly of York Passenger Station

Kit Contents: 15ea. .125" acrylic parts, 59ea. .060" acrylic parts, 1 ea. step sheet, 1ea. chimney
parts sheet, 2ea. .020 adhesive backed styrene parts sheet, 2ea. .060 acrylic platform parts sheet,
4ea. adhesive backed slate shingle parts sheet, 2ea. angle rod, 12 ea. hexagonal rod, 18 ea. finials,
instructions and parts diagrams.

Thank you for purchasing this kit. Please read these instructions completely before beginning and
take your time. Allow parts to dry after painting or glueing and do not try to build this in one
night.

Drawings of all the parts have been included for ease of part identification.

If by chance a part is missing or broken, please write us indicating the kit name and part number
and we will send you a replacement.

You will need the following items to assemble your model: Sharp hobby knife, file, paint (see
“Painting Your Model”), paint brushes, glue (see “Glueing Acrylic”), modeling putty.

About the Kit

Our model is based upon a station built in York, Pennsylvania by the Western Maryland Railway.

The Station stood at George and Washington streets across from the Western Maryland's freight
station. The freight station still stands, but the passenger station has been demolished.

Glueing Acrylic

Always glue acrylic in a well-ventilated area, and read the glue manufacturer’s label for
instructions.
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We recommend using Tenax-7R by Hebco or Plastruct brand “Plastic Weld Solvent Cement”
(PPC-2 or PPC-16) or “Bondine Solvent Cement”(Bond-2 or BOND-16). Tenax-7R comes with
a dispenser and Plastruct sells a Solvent Syringe (HT-8 or HT-10) and various other solvent
dispensers. Most hobby shops carry these products or they may be ordered directly from Hebco
(931)-796-7442 or Plastruct (626)-912-7016.

Acrylic must be glued together using a solvent that will melt the two edges and literally fuse
them together. To do this, place the two pieces to be joined together and run a bead of solvent
down the edge. Capillary action will suck the solvent into the joint and after several seconds the
pieces will be fused. After only a few minutes the pieces will be strong enough to work with. The
bond will be completely dry within twenty four hours using the above-mentioned products.

Solvent can be dispensed two ways.  Typically the solvent comes in a small bottle with a brush in
the lid. The brush allows you to dispense a drop or two of solvent at a time.

You may want to use a polyethylene bottle or syringe with a blunt needle dispenser. This allows
larger amounts of solvent to be dispensed quickly and cleanly. Be sure the bottle you are using is
approved for the solvent you are using or you may melt through it. These may be purchased from
CMR.

Use super glue (CA) when ever glueing near or to the slate covered roof parts. Solvent type
adhesive will cause the slate material to curl and de-laminate.

Preparing Your Model for Painting

We recommend lightly sanding the front of all parts prior to assembly to remove the raised edge
created during the laser cutting process. In order to hide the seams we recommend using
“hobbyist putty” such as Green Squadron modeling putty. Do this in a very well ventilated area.
Apply the putty over the seams; allow to dry overnight. Once the putty has dried, place a sheet of
fine sandpaper on a flat surface and sand smooth. You may need to apply a second coat of putty
and sand again.

Sometimes it is necessary to sand or file the tabs slightly in order to get them to seat themselves
into the slots. This is due to slight variations in acrylic thickness. If the tabs are not fitting into
the slots properly you may need to file them back at an angle to fit properly.

Painting Your Model

For our building paint scheme, we used Krylon Sand Dune Camouflage, Krylon Brown
Camouflage, and Krylon Gray Primer spray paints which are available in hardware stores or
directly from Sherwin Williams Paints. We also used “Poly Scale Acrylics” for details and
weathering, these are available in most hobby shops. Always test compatibility of your paint
with the acrylic by painting and testing a small area first.
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Window Glass

There are printed window shades included with
your kit. These are designed to be laminated with
acetate window glazing prior to installing in your
model.

Lightly spray glue the window shade pages on the
printed side with spray mount and apply a sheet of
acetate to them. Press in place and trim out 1/16"
inside the printed lines. We used 3M Photo Mount
which is available at craft and office supply stores.
Glue these to the back of the window frames using
super glue (CA) after you have assembled and
painted them as noted in the instructions. 
See Figure 1

Wall Preparation 

Paint parts (1) thru (3)  prior to assembly.  Part (1) is the base.  There are two each of parts (2) &
(3) which make up the exterior walls.  We painted ours with Krylon Camouflage Sand Dune
spray paint.

Now would also be a good time to paint the steps (part 10) the same color as the exterior walls
and base, although they will not be installed until later when the trim is affixed.  Set all parts
aside to dry.

Typically, we would not give the exterior walls their finished painting and weathering until after
the building is assembled. However, due to the unique interlocking corners on this building we
will do this ahead of time.

Place all four wall pieces on a flat surface. To give
the walls the feel of stone with some variation in
color, use two similar paint colors to the one which
you used to paint the walls, and randomly brush
paint individual stones.  We used diluted Poly
Scale Pacemaker Gray and Dirt. See Figure 2.

Once everything has dried, apply a wash to the
surface of all four walls to give them a weathered
look.  We used a white wash using Poly Scale
Reefer White cut with 75% water.  Be sure to put
the wash on the left and right outside edges of the walls, as the corners are interlocking and
visible when assembled. 

Next, prepare the interior walls. There are two each of parts (4) & (5) which are the inside layer
that makes up the window and door frames.  Note that these parts have decorative engraving next
to the door openings that should face out when assembled.
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Figure 4

Figure 5

Glue the doors part (6) behind the door openings on parts (4) & (5).  Use the engraved lines on
the outside edge of the door as a placement guide. See Figure 3.

Once the doors are in place, paint all four walls. Prime the front and back of these pieces with
gray primer to prevent interior light coming through the engraved lines.  For the top coat, we
used Krylon Camouflage Medium Brown spray paint. Once all piece have been painted, set aside
to dry.  

When the interior walls are dry, install the window glass as described earlier.  Cut out door
openings along the dotted line on all four pieces.  For the shorter sides, apply window glass first,
making sure everything lines up neatly and that there is no overlap on the tabs.  Attach the door
glass second.  For the longer walls, cut along the dotted line to create 3 pieces.  Apply each wall
piece separately, as well as the door glass. See Figure 4.

Next, prepare the roof base.  Take one part (8) and
glue onto the corner of part (7)  using the engraved
line for placement.  This will create an
overhanging cornice piece that should stick out
1/16" beyond the edge of the roof base.  Repeat on
the remaining three corners.  Glue parts (9) onto
part (7) in the same manner along the engraved
line on either of the long sides.  Paint the assembly
with gray primer to prevent light leaks should you
decide to light the interior, and then paint the trim
color of your choice.  We used Poly Scale  SP
Lettering Gray.  Allow to dry adequately prior to
beginning assembly of the structure. See Figure 5.
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Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8

Assembling the Building

Begin assembly of the building with the interior
walls. Take part (4) and insert into the slots on the
short side of the base part (1) and glue into place. 
Then take parts (5) and insert into the slots on the
long side of the base part (1) and glue into place. 
The sides of the interior walls will interlock,
making them perfectly square and easy to glue
together at the corner.  Repeat these steps with the
two remaining walls.  You should now have a
freestanding box. See Figure 6.

Place the roof base assembly on top of the box
using the tabs and slots for alignment.  The edges
of the roof base rest on top of the walls and fit
snugly between the base of the dormers.  Glue roof
base assembly into place, carefully making sure
that nothing oozes out onto the outside surface of
the interior wall.  This would cause the exterior
walls not to seat properly when installed later.
See Figure 6.

Now install the four exterior walls parts (2) & (3)
onto the face of the box.  Start by taking part (2)
and place it in front of a short wall (part 4) of your
interior wall box (do not glue).  The window and
door openings should be centered, and the wall
piece flush on the surface of the interior wall. 
Next, take part (3) and place it in front of a long
wall (part 5) of the interior wall box, interlocking
the corners (nope...do not glue).  See Figure 7. 

Repeat with the remaining 2 walls, making sure
that the corners are as tight as possible. If you have
gaps it is most likely due to glue build up on the
prior step and it should be removed. If there are
still slight gaps then you will want to make them
even on all four sides.  When satisfied with the fit,
glue all four walls into place. See Figure 8.
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Figure 9

Figure 10

Roof Preparation

Begin by applying the adhesive-backed slate roofing material to the corresponding roof pieces.
This is not repositionable, and some parts are very similar,  so be careful to get it right.
See figure 9.

Parts (11A) and (11B) make up the longer roof parts.  Part (11B) is 1/16" taller than the part
(11A) to allow for overlap when the roof is assembled.  Part (S-11) is the adhesive-backed slate
paper.  Two pieces are provided and they are both the same size.  

Remove the paper backing from part (S-11) and affix onto part (11A).  The part number should
still be visible on the other side of part (11A).  The bottom edge and the cutouts for the dormers
should line up exactly, and there should be some
overhang of the slate paper on the top and sides.
Affix part (S-11) to the side of part (11B) that does
not have the engraved number.   The part number
should still be visible on the other side of part
(11B).  The slate paper will only overhang the
sides of this piece, and the bottom and top edges,
and dormer cutouts should line up exactly. 

The short sides of the roof are assembled with
parts (12), and they are identical.   Part (S-12) is
the adhesive-backed slate paper.  Two pieces are
provided and they are both the same size.  Affix part (S-12) to part (12). The part number should
still be visible on the other side of parts (12). The bottom edge and dormer cutouts will line up
exactly, and there will be some overhang around the two top sides. Repeat for the second part.

Next, affix the slate paper to both pieces of the
dormer roofs.  Part (13L) makes up the left side.
Part (13R) makes up the right side and it is slightly
taller than the left part.  Parts (S-13L) and (S-13R)
are the adhesive-backed slate paper.  Six pieces of
each are provided and all are the same height. 
Affix part (S-13R) to part (13R). The part number
should still be visible on the other side.  The slate
paper should fit the piece exactly.  Part (S-13L)
affixes to part (13L).  The slate paper should hang
over the top by 1/16" on this part.  See  Figure 10.

Once all of the slate paper has been applied, the
roof parts should be painted black  You should
paint the roof trim and the styrene angle caps to match the roof at this time. The interior roof
braces parts (14) & (15) should be painted primer gray at this time to prevent light leaks should
you decide to light the interior.
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Figure 11

Figure 12

Figure 13

Figure 14

Roof Assembly

Remember to use super glue (CA) when ever
glueing near or to the slate covered roof parts.
Solvent type adhesive will cause the slate material
to curl and de-laminate.

To begin assembly of the roof, take the vertical
roof braces parts (14) and insert the bottom tabs
into the roof base.  Then take the cross brace part
(15) and insert between the two parts (14).  The
tabs on either end of part (15) fit into the slots of
part (14).  Glue all the joints.  See Figure 11.

Take part (11A) (the shorter roof part) and insert
into the tabs of the vertical roof brace part (14). 
The top of part (11A) should be even with the peak
of part (14), and the bottom edge should butt up to 
cornice on the roof base.  Take part (11B) and
insert onto the tabs on the other side of the  roof
brace.  The top of part (11B) should overlap part
(11A), and the bottom edge should butt the
cornice.  See Figure 12.

Now fit the end roof pieces (part 12) in place. 
They should butt the cornice on the roof base, and
then drop neatly into place against the longer roof
pieces.  Once you are satisfied with the fit, use
super glue (CA) to attach all the roof joints, and
the roof to the base. See Figure 13.

Next, install the dormer roof pieces.  Take the left
side piece part (13L) and sit it behind the outside
wall and resting on the ledge formed by the interior
wall.  The top of the piece should be even with the
peak of the interior wall and the slate paper will
extend 1/16" above it.  Then, sit the right side
piece part (13R) into place resting against the ledge
formed by the interior wall.  The top of this piece
will meet the left side piece and be hidden by the
slate paper extension.  Glue into place with super
glue (CA).  Repeat this process with the other five
dormers.  Note: there will be gaps remaining on the
roof on either side of the dormer.  Finial details
will be placed here later.  See Figure 14.
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Figure 15

Apply the roof trim and caps. Cut and fit into place 6 angle caps to sit on top of the seams of the
dormer roofs.  Glue into place with CA.  Adhesive-backed styrene trim is provided for use where
the dormers meet the main roof.  Twelve pieces will need to be cut to size and applied to the
dormer side of the roof in such a way as to cover any gaps in the joint.

Cut and fit into place an angle cap for the top roof joint. Trim the ends of the cap so they are
consistent with the angle of the adjoining parts (12).  Glue into place with CA.  Apply adhesive-
backed styrene strips on the side joints of the main
roof.  Cut and adhere one strip to part (12) so that
it covers the ends of the main roof cap.  Cut and
adhere one strip to part (11) so that it goes under
the main roof cap.  Repeat on the remaining 3 side
joints. 

Run a bead of super glue (CA) down the joint of
the styrene side seams. Fill in any gaps with
modeler’s putty and sand to match surrounding
area.  Paint the trim and any areas that need touch
up black.  See Figure 15.
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Figure 16

Figure 17

Assembling the Building Trim

Lightly sand the trim parts while still on the sprues
with a fine grit sand paper to remove any high
spots.  Trim pieces come with paper-backed
adhesive pre-attached.  Straight lengths of trim
pieces are labeled, and window/door trim is
numbered. 

Assemble window trim prior to painting. Remove
paper backing from part (16) and affix on top of
part (18) so that the angles are flush on the two top
edges.  Affix part (17) on top of part (19) making
sure all edges are flush.  See Fig. 16.

Paint all trim including window assemblies with
primer and then the color of your choice.  We
painted ours SP Lettering Gray.

Apply the dormer trim (assembly 16/18) to the
dormer peak of the exterior wall keeping all edges
flush.  Apply dormer window trim (assembly
17/19) keeping all the mullions centered.  Apply
dormer caps to the top edge of the exterior wall. 
One is placed on either side of the angle with an
overhang in the front and flush with the exterior
wall in the back.  See fig. 17 & 20.

Cornice trim is applied to the exterior wall below
the roof line.  The little square blocks face up and
will key in just under the gaps where finials will be
placed.  Cut at corners to meet up flush.  Short sills
are applied under the double windows and longs
sills under the triple windows.  Door trim part (20)
is affixed flush with the door opening.  Base trim
is applied to the bottom of the exterior walls
butting up against the base.  Cut at corners to meet
up flush.  See Figure 17.

Glue steps onto the base in front of each door.
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Figure 18

Figure 19

Figure 20

Assembling the Awning

Paint the brackets for the awning parts (21) & (22) primer gray and then brush paint to match the
trim color.

Take the awning pieces parts (23) & (24) and paint
the back sides primer gray.  Parts (S-23) and (S-24)
are the adhesive-backed slate paper that correspond
to the awning pieces.  When part (23) & (24) have
dried, flip them over and affix (S-23) to the front
of part (23) and (S-24) to the front of part (24). 
The slate paper is an exact fit top and bottom, and
there should be a slight overhang on either side. 
Paint the front of these pieces to match the roof
color.

Assemble the awning beginning with the support
brackets.  Each bracket is positioned onto the wall
using tabs and slots.  Part (21) has tabs closer
together and should be used between the windows
of the longer sides.  Position and glue all brackets
into place.  See Figure 18.

Awning pieces should be centered to each side and
rest on the brackets underneath. Glue into place
with CA. The slate paper overhang on either side
of each piece should meet up at the corners and fill
in any gap caused by the angle. If you have gaps
you can use roof trim material to cover them.
See Figure 19.

Finials

Finial pieces will need to be cut off the sprue with
a hobby knife. Try to include as much of the base
as possible when trimming from the sprue. File the
bottom side lightly to level.  Apply finial to the top
of the dormer cap part (25) (x6) and hexagonal
styrene rod (x12) with CA.  Prime and paint all
assemblies to match trim color.  Using CA apply
dormer finials to peaks of dormers, centered front
to back on the dormer caps. Apply the hexagonal
finials in front of the gaps on either side of the
dormers with CA. See Figure 20.
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Figure 21

Figure 22

Chimneys

Glue part (C-2) behind part (C-1) to create the look of recessed brickwork.  The engraving on
(C-2) should be weighed toward the bottom. (See figure 21 A&B).  This assembly should have
edges flush on the top, and (C-1) will overhang the sides by 1/16" and the bottom by 1/8". 
Repeat with other 2 parts.  These will form the front and back of your chimney.  Glue the sides
(C-3) between the front and back parts to form a box.  The tops should be flush, and the sides of
(C-3) will sit in the angle formed by the (C-1) & (C-2) assembly.  (See figure 21 C).

Glue part (C-4) on top of the box with the engraved lines facing up.  Glue (C-5) onto (C-1) just
below the edge of (C-4).  The edges of (C-5) will be flush with the edges of (C-1).  Glue (C-6)
onto (C-3) just below the edge of (C-4) .  The sides of (C-6) will cover up the outside edges of
(C-5).  (See figure 21 D).

The bottom back edge of (C-1) will have to be sanded to match the angle of (C-3).  This will
allow for a snug fit around the roof angle. Paint to match the building walls.  (See figure 21 E ).

Platforms and Canopies 

Parts to make 2 platforms are provided with the kit.  They may be made as 2 short platforms or
they may be combined to make one long platform.  

Parts (26) and (27) make up the platform base.  Part (26) is the end piece and should be attached
to part (27) to create an end platform.  You will need 1 end to create a long platform, and 2 to
make 2 short platforms.  Make certain that part (26) is attached to the side of part (27) that does
not have a notch (see parts diagram). 
Part (27) is used solo to make the
mid-section of a long platform.  Paint
to match the base of the station.

Parts (28) x2 and (29) make up the
column.  Glue one part (28) to either
side of part (29), making sure that the
slots on top line up, and part (29)
extends past parts (28) on the bottom. 
See Figure 22.
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Figure 23

Figure 24

Attach the cross braces between the column
assemblies.  Insert the tab of part (30) into the slot
of part (28/29).  Repeat to create another cross
bar/column assembly.  Now join the 2 assemblies
by inserting the tabs of parts (30) into the slots on
either side of a common middle column. You may
wish to test fit (but do not glue) the columns into
the slots of the base to make sure that they are in a
straight line.  Paint to match brackets of the station
awning. See Figure 23.

Parts (31) through (33) make up the canopy.  Parts
(31) and (32) have a “T” etched on them to mark the top for orientation. The top is the peak of
the roof.  If you are making a short platform you will use all 3 parts. If you are making a mid-
section for a longer platform, you will not use part (33), and you will need to snap off the one
side of parts (31) and (32) along the engraved line.  

Take the canopy pieces and paint the under sides primer gray.  Parts (S-31) through (S-33) are the
adhesive-backed slate paper that correspond to the awning pieces.  When the canopies have
dried, flip them over and affix the slate paper to the parts.  Part (S-31) attaches to the front of part
(31), (S-32) to the front of part (32), and part (S-33) to the front of part (33) if you are using it.  
The slate paper should be flush on the bottom, and there will be an overhang on the other sides. 
Trim off the excess from the end if you are making a mid-section, but do not cut out the notch.
Paint the front of these pieces to match the roof color.

Attach the canopy parts (31) and (32) to the column/cross bar assembly by inserting the tabs of
part (29) into the slots of the
canopies and glue into place with
CA.  If you are making an end
platform, glue part (33) into place
on the end.  

Finally, attach the canopies to the
base by inserting the tabs of part
(29) of the column assembly into
the slots of the base.  Be sure that
the canopy is in the correct
orientation compared to the base. 
See Figure 24.

Your building is finished and ready to install on your layout. You may add lights and other
details. We thank you for purchasing this kit from CMR and hope that you have enjoyed building
it. Be sure to see our other kits at www.cmrtrain.com
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